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ATD-3 Technical Challenge
Reduce weather-induced delays through integration of 
weather information to better manage aircraft, traffic flow, 
airspace and schedule constraints by delivering air/ground 
procedures and user-tool technologies. 
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Air/Ground Integration
• Develop Objectives, initial ConOps, and top-
level requirements for air/ground concept 
and demonstration
• Complete Air/Ground Integration Plan 
through FY20 leading to demonstration
Plan through Q2FY17
• Qualitative benefit assessment of candidate air/ground 
concepts
• Leveraging existing airline and FAA partnerships and 
agreements, solicit feedback on top candidate concepts, 
establish demonstration partnership(s) 
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Timeline GUI
Trial Planner
• Planned as future TBFM enhancement
• Integrated Route and Schedule Trial Planner
• Two-hour convective weather forecast updated every five minutes
• Hourly atmospheric updates (e.g., winds)
• ERAM traffic feed from home and adjacent Centers
• Reroute candidate automatically identified and posted on DRAW Advisory List
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Forecasted Nearby CWAM Weather (< 25 nmi)
Forecasted CWAM Weather Conflict
Current CIWS 
Weather
Current Weather 30 Minute Forecast 60 Minute Forecast
CIWS*: Corridor Integrated Weather System (precipitation, echo tops)
CWAM*: Convective Weather Avoidance Model (pilot deviation model)
*- Products of MIT Lincoln Laboratory
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